PRODUCT INFORMATION
MAGNA DECARB
INDUSTRIAL GRADE DEGREASER
Your Partner in Chemical Innovation

Function:
Heavy Duty Degreaser

Application:
Heavy grease & grime

Form:
Liquid

DESCRIPTION
This safe and powerful Industrial Grade Liquid degreaser is made up of water-soluble solvents,
emulsifiers and wetting agents. The prime object in developing this cleaner was to keep degreasing
efficiency high while avoiding most of the risks common in powerful cleaners. The result is a product
that combines maximum degreasing power with minimum hazard, and with anti-corrosion properties.
FEATURES
•
•

MAGNA DECARB is non-explosive and unlike petroleum, it can be heated without danger. It is
absolutely free from fire risk under all practical conditions
MAGNA DECARB does not emit overpowering fumes like chlorinated solvents. It is not highly
volatile and evaporates very slowly, giving off mild vapours. If MAGNA DECARB is placed at room
temperature, evaporation will be minimized.

APPLICATIONS
Tools, Parts, Machinery: The heavy coating of oil and dirt that forms on surfaces may be
completely removed by spraying or pouring concentrated MAGNA DECARB. Depending on
condition, the degreaser should be allowed to soak into unwanted grease for 2 or more hours
before rinsing with water.
Fuel Oil Spills: Spray or brush on concentrated MAGNA DECARB and allow soaking for 5-30
min. Rinse by hosing with water.
Wall Surfaces: Dilute 1 cup of MAGNA DECARB in a bucket of warm water. MAGNA DECARB
will leave an absolutely clean wall without affecting the enamel paint.
Fuel Oil Burners: Soak the fuel oil burner in concentrated MAGNA DECARB for about ½ hr for
a full-strength effect. Remove and rinse thoroughly with water.
Concrete Floors, Ramps, and Runways: Spray on affected area and agitate with brush and
/or leave to soak for 15-30 min., then rinse off.
Restaurants: Cleans Exhaust Fans inside and out, hoods, cooking equipment, deep fryers.
Spray on MAGNA DECARB and leave for a few minutes. Wipe off and rinse. Cleans grease off
Floors and surrounding areas.
Excellent for Interior of Vehicles, Transports, R.Vs, Boats:
For Exterior: Works great to remove asphalt, tree sap, grease, oil, bugs and Diesel Soot from
exhaust stacks. Spray on and wipe off. MAGNA DECARB is an excellent engine shampoo.
Removes Stains on walls, floors, ceramics, appliances, vinyl, leathers, plastics, blinds,
enamels, brass and so much more.
The details of our products are given completely free of undertaking. Since their application lies outside our control, we cannot accept any liability for the results.
User shall determine the suitability of the product for its intended use, and user assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in connection therewith. All rights reserved.

Magna Decarb

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
According to the grease accumulation condition, MAGNA DECARB can be used either in concentrated
form or be diluted with 5 to 10 parts of water. To achieve faster result in degreasing, hot water is
recommended as the diluting agent. However, cold water will be a perfectly workable diluting agent.
Use in concentrated form for floors and stoves. Wipe up immediately.
PACKAGING
•
•

•

4L Jug
20L Pail

North & South America

205L Drum

Warehouse Address

Office Address

1450 Government Road West
Kirkland Lake, Ontario P2N 2E9 Canada
Tel: 416 479 9151 Fax: 888 317 1993
Email: magna@vappro.com
www.vappro.com

33 Blue Heron Drive
Orangeville, Ontario L9W 5K5 Canada
Tel: 416-479-9151
Fax: 888-317-1993
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